In this paper we propose a stacked generalization (or stacking) model for event extraction in bio-medical text. Event extraction deals with the process of extracting detailed biological phenomenon, which is more challenging compared to the traditional binary relation extraction such as protein-protein interaction. The overall process consists of mainly three steps: event trigger detection, argument extraction by edge detection and finding correct combination of arguments. In stacking, we use Linear Support Vector Classification (Linear SVC), Logistic Regression (LR) and Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) as base-level learning algorithms. As meta-level learner we use Linear SVC. In edge detection step, we find out the arguments of triggers detected in trigger detection step using a SVM classifier. To find correct combination of arguments, we use rules generated by studying the properties of bio-molecular event expressions, and form an event expression consisting of event trigger, its class and arguments. The output of trigger detection is fed to edge detection for argument extraction. Experiments on benchmark datasets of BioNLP-2011 show the recall, precision and Fscore of 48.96%, 66.46% and 56.38%, respectively. Comparisons with the existing systems show that our proposed model attains state-of-the-art performance.
Introduction
Huge amount of electronic bio-medical documents, such as molecular biology reports, genomic papers or patient records are generated daily. These contents need to be organized in a more principled way so as to enable advanced search and efficient information retrieval and information extraction methods. This can be beneficial to the practitioners and researchers in biology, medicine and the other allied disciplines. Success of text mining (TM) is evident from the organization of different shared-task evaluation campaigns. The bulk of research in the field of biomedical natural language processing (BioNLP) have mainly focused on the extraction of simple binary relations. Some of the very popular bio-text mining evaluation challenges include TREC Genomics track (Voorhees, 2007) , JNLPBA 1 , LLL (Nedellec, 2005) and BioCreative (Lynette Hirschman, 2007) . While the first two evaluation challenges were concerned with the issues of information retrieval and named-entity recognition (NER), the last two addressed the issues of information extraction and seeking relations between bio-molecules. Relations among biomedical entities (i.e. proteins and genes) must be extracted automatically from a large collection of biomedical datasets since they are very important in understanding biomedical phenomena. Simple binary relations are not itself sufficient for capturing the detailed phenomenon, and there is a growing demand for capturing more detailed and complex relations. Two large corpora, BioInfer (Pyysalo S, 2007) and GENIA (Tomoko Ohta and Tsujii, 2009) , have been proposed for this purpose.
In recent times there has been a trend for finegrained information extraction from text (Kim J-D, 2009 ). This was addressed in three consecutive text mining challenges, BioNLP-2009 (HyoungGyu Lee, 2009 , BioNLP-2011 (Jin-Dong Kim, 2011 and BioNLP-2013 (Lishuang Li, 2013 . In this paper we propose an effective technique for information extraction (more specifically, event extraction) at more finer level. This is known as event extraction where the focus is to extract events and their different properties that denote detailed biological phenomenon. This can be thought of as a three-steps process, viz. event trigger detection, classification of triggers into predefined categories and argument extraction. The events are classified into 9 potential events, out of which 5 are simple which corresponds to gene expression, transcription, protein catabolism, phosphorylation and localization. Among the rest four events, one binding event and three regulatory or complex events namely regulation, positive regulation and negative regulation. For simple events we have a single primary theme, which is usually a protein. But a complex event can include a theme as well as a cause argument. These themes and causes can be either proteins or events. Moreover, number of themes could also vary. In order to explain this, we consider the following sentence as an example, where TRAF2 and CD40 denote proteins.
Sentence: In this study we hypothesized that the phosphorylation of TRAF2 inhibits binding to the CD40 cytoplasmic domain.
This sentence contains simple, binding and complex events. Each bio-molecular event expression contains a trigger word and one or more arguments. The identified events from the sentence are:
Simple event: The word phosphorylation is a trigger of type Phosphorylation. Argument of this trigger is TRAF2 as theme.
Binding event: The word binding is a trigger word of Binding type. Arguments of this trigger are TRAF2 and CD40.
Complex event:
The word inhibits is a trigger word of Negative regulation type. The previously mentioned two events(i.e. Phosphorylation and Binding ) are theme type arguments of this trigger word.
Here Finding correct combination of arguments is very challenging. More precisely, we use the annotated data collected for these tasks and report the results returned by the evaluation servers on the test sets of the 2011 GE task. From the experiment it has been seen that evaluation on test data shows 2-3% less in performance than the performance on development data. So it is challenge to increase the performance on test data. Coreference resolution is required for the correct interpretation of certain event arguments. For example, in the sentence M-CSF treatment was also associated with a rapid induction of the jun-B gene, although expression of this gene was prolonged compared to that of cjun. In this example, the word this gene refers jun-B and the word that refers expression. There are two gene expression events in the sentence. Arguments of these events can be identified correctly if coreference resolution method is applied on the dataset and it is a challenging issue.
Few Existing Methods for Combining Classifiers
In our day to day life, when crucial decisions are made in a meeting, a voting among the members present in the meeting is conducted when the opinions of the members conflict with each other.
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This principle of "voting is very popular in data mining and machine learning. In voting, when classifiers are combined, the class assigned to a test instance will be the one suggested by most of the base level classifiers involved in the ensemble process. Bagging (Breiman, 1996) and boosting (SCHAPIRE, 1990) are the widely used variants of voting schemes. Bagging is a voting scheme in which n models, usually of same type, are constructed. For an unknown instance, each models predictions are recorded. Finally, that particular class is assigned which has the maximum votes among the predictions from models. Boosting is very similar to bagging in which only the model construction phase differs. Here the instances which are often misclassified are allowed to participate in training more number of times. There will be n classifiers which themselves will have individual weights for their accuracies. Finally, the class is assigned which is having the maximum weight.
The classifiers can be combined using two popular approaches, viz. majority voting and weighted voting. In majority voting, we select the class that receives maximum votes. In weighted voting, classifiers are combined based on the strengths and weaknesses of classifiers.
Stacked generalization or stacking is a method for combining multiple classifiers. The idea of stacked generalization (Wolpert, 1992; Georgios Sigletos, 2005) is to learn a meta-level (or level-1) classifier based on the output of base-level (or level-0) classifiers, estimated as follows: Define D as a training data set consisting of feature vectors, also referred to as level-0 data, and set, also referred to as level-1 data, which is used for applying a learning algorithm L M and inducing the meta-level classifier C M . The learning algorithm L M that is employed at meta-level could be one of the L 1 ...L N or a different one. Finally, the L 1 ...L N learning algorithms are applied to the entire data set D inducing the final base-level classifiers C 1 ...C N to be used at runtime. In order to classify a new instance, the concatenated predictions of all base-level classifiers C 1 ...C N form a meta-level vector that is assigned a class value by the meta-level classifier C M .
Proposed Approach
In this section we describe our proposed approach for event extraction. The steps to extract event expression are sentence splitting, tokenization, trigger detection, argument extraction by edge detection and finding correct combination of arguments as shown in figure 1. In sentence splitting and tokenization steps we use sentence split and tokenised data which was made available as the supportive resources in BioNLP-2011 shared task 8 . We use SVM to extract arguments and its correct combinations. Our method is based on the principle of stacking. We generate 10 classifiers for each of the algorithms (i.e. Linear SVC, SGD and LR) mentioned above. We describe the algorithms in the subsequent sections.
Linear Support Vector Classification (Linear SVC)
Linear SVC is learning algorithm for classification. Using Linear SVC algorithm, we generate 10 classifiers by varying C parameter of the algorithm. The C parameter is a parameter for optimization that specifies the learning algorithm how much it wantS to avoid misclassifying each training example. Starting C value (here, 0.001) is chosen by running the algorithm using C values as 1000, 100, 1, 0.1, 0.001, 0.00001, and choose final value based on the highest accuracy obtained.
where C SV C i represents C parameter for SV C i classifier.
Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD)
We generate 10 classifiers by varying the alpha parameters of SGD algorithm. The parameter alpha is Constant that multiplies the regularization term used in the implementation of the algorithm. These 10 classifiers are SGD i , for i=0 to 9. The value of alpha is set to 0.000029 based on the different experiments executed.
where alpha SGD i represents alpha parameter for SGD i classifier.
Logistic Regression (LR)
We generate 10 classifiers by varying the C parameter of LR algorithm. These classifiers are LR i , for i=0 to 9. The value of C is set to 7.2101 which is chosen by running the algorithm with different C values.
where C LR i represents C parameter for LR i classifier.
The architecture of our proposed stacked method is shown in Fig 2 where SVC, SGD and LR have been used as base level classifiers. Here, SVC is used as meta-level classifier. 
Features
In this section we describe the features that we use for developing the models. To explain the features, let us consider the following example sentence: "BMP-6 inhibits growth of mature human B cells; induction of Smad phosphorylation and upregulation of Id1". The sentence is tokenised and features are extracted for every token. We use token "upregulation" in the above example to explain the features.
Features for trigger detection and classification
Here, we describe the set of features that we use for event trigger detection and classification.
1. Surface Word, Stem, PoS, Chunk and Named Entity: We use surface forms, lemma, Part-of-Speech (PoS), chunk and named entity (NE) as features for trigger detection and classification. These information were extracted from the GENIA tagger 9 . For the token "upregulation", the feature values extracted are upregulation, upregulate, NN, I-NP and O for the surface form, lemma, PoS, Chunk and NE features, respectively. All these information are very critical to identify the trigger and its class.
2. Bag-of-Words: The bag-of-word (BoW) feature plays a crucial role in many text mining tasks. This particular feature is defined in different ways. At first we extract BoWs within the context of sizes 3 and 5 (i.e., ±1 and ±2). We also extract NEs from this context, and use their counts as features. Entire sentence is then considered as a context and BoWs and NE features are extracted. For example, BoW feature for the token "upregulation" are "and upregulation of" and "phosphorylation and upregulation of Id1" for window sizes 3 and 5, respectively.
3. Linear Features: Linear features are generated by marking token with a tag that denotes their relative positions in the linear order. This feature is defined with respect to a context window. If i is a position (i.e. index) of the token under consideration, then the linear features are calculated from the words with indices i-3 to i+3. In our experiment we use the word along with its PoS tag to generate linear features.
4. upper case start, upper case middle, has digits, has hyphen: These features are defined based on the orthographic constructions: whether the token starts with an uppercase character, or it has any uppercase character in the middle, or has any digit(s) or hyphen inside it.. These features are important from the observations that there are some trigger words in the dataset which start with uppercase character or hyphen inside it. For example, in the sentence TGF-beta mediates RUNX induction and FOXP3 is efficiently up-regulated by RUNX1 and RUNX3 in human CD4+ T cells., the word up-regulated is Positive regulation type rvent trigger which has hyphen inside it.
Bi-gram and Tri-gram Features:
We use the character bi-gram and tri-gram sequences extracted from a token as features. For example, for the token "upregulation", the bigram features will be up pr re eg gu ul la at ti io on and tri-gram features will be upr pre reg egu gul ula lat ati tio ion .
6. Dependency Path Features: There are are some trigger words which ca not be detected using context features or b-gram or tri-gram features. So we depend on dependency relations inside sentence. Dependency features are extracted from dependency graph generated by dependency parser (David McClosky and Manning, 2011; David McClosky and Johnson, 2006) . Figure 3 shows the dependency graph for the sentence "BMP-6 inhibits growth of mature human B cells; induction of Smad phosphorylation and upregulation of Id1", generated by the CharniakMcCloskey parser (David McClosky and Johnson, 2006) . In the graph, an edge label represents the dependency relation between two nodes. Each node in the graph is labelled by a number which represents a word appearing in that position (0-based index) of the sentence. For example, node labelled with number 0 indicates the word BMP-6 and node labelled with number 1 indicates the word inhibits. In the graph, node 0 and 16 represent proteins (i.e. NE) as specified in the training dataset. In the feature value NE is denoted by NAMED ENT.
Edges in a dependency graph are directed arcs. Each edge connects two nodes. Nodes represent words along with other information like PoS tags of the words. A node can be connected to two types of edges: one is intype (or incoming) edges which are incident on the node and the other type is out-type (or outgoing) edges which emanate from the node.
Features for in-type edges:
For the in-type edges we consider the features as defined below. For illustration purpose, we consider node numbered 14 (upregulation) as the target node and we present below the feature values generated for the in-type edge emanating from node 1 (inhibits) and incident on 59 node numbered 14.
(a) Edge type (i.e. dependency relation) -dep (b) PoS of source node -VBZ (c) Edge type combined with PoSdep VBZ (d) Text of the source node -inhibits (e) Edge type merged with PoS and token of source node -dep VBZ inhibits (f) Stem of the source node -inhibit (g) Edge type combined with stem of the source node -dep inhibit (h) Stem of the current word combined with edge-type and stem of the source nodeupregul dep inhibit
Features for out-type edges:
For out-type edges emanating from the target word, in addition to the target word feature we also take into consideration the features belonging to the edge (i.e. the dependency relation) and the destination node on which the edge is incident.
The list of features considered for out-type edges are listed below. For illustration, we consider node 14 (upregulation) as the target node and the corresponding feature values are shown next to the out-type edge features for the out-type edge emanating from node 14 (upregulation) and incident on node 16 (Id1).
(a) Edge type -prep of (b) PoS of destination node -NN (c) Edge-type combined with PoS of destination node -prep of NN (d) Text of the destination node -NAMED ENT (e) Edge-type combined with the token text of the destination nodeprep of NAMED ENT (f) Stem of the current word combined with the edge-type and stem of the destination node -upregul prep of NAMED ENT 7. Dependency chain: These features are syntactic dependencies up to a certain depth limit, starting from a token of interest. In our case we consider the depth of limit three. They are used to define the immediate context of these words.
Features for argument extraction by edge detection
To find out features for argument extraction, for every sentence, we form a dependency graph consisting of the triggers detected in trigger detection step and proteins mentioned in the data set for that sentence. Following features are extracted for argument extraction.
1. 
N-gram feature:
We compute the shortest path from starting to the end token in the dependency graph in figure-3. From this walk we compute bi-grams from all the combinations of two consecutive edges. In the same way, we compute n-grams (n=3,4) by considering three and four consecutive edges, respectively.
Path edge feature: For each edge in the path, we use the edge features. Edge feature is defined as consisting of all the lexical-level features of the nodes connected by an edge. 60
We perform experiments on BioNLP-11 Genia event dataset 10 . Statistics of BioNLP-11 dataset for genia event extraction has been mentioned in table 1.
Attributes
Training Development Test Abstracts+Full articles 908 (5) 259 (5) algorithms are better than Linear SVC. SGD classifier is an implementation of SVM with stochastic gradient descent (SGD) learning, whereas Linear SVC is an implementation of SVM using liblinear library. Linear SVC shows low performance, but it is very fast. We recorded the results for each class label (though, not shown in table) and we see that linear SVC generates best result for Transcription and Regulation type triggers. LR classifier shows best result, but it takes more time than the other two algorithms. This happens due to the fact that each of these classifiers have their own default parameter settings in sklearn tool. We have tuned C parameter in SGD and Linear SVC. In SGD classifier, we tune alpha parameter. Among all the base-level classifiers, classifier LR7 using Logistic Regression algorithm provides best result (F-score=71.62). Results show that stacked model achieves better performance compared to the best base-level classifier. Output of trigger detection is fed to the input of edge detection step. In this step we use multi-class SVM 11 as a classification algorithm to find out theme and/or cause relationships between triggers and proteins. After finding the relationships we generate the event expression. In Table 3 and Table 4 , we show the results of experiments on BioNLP-11 shared task dataset on development and test set, respectively. We achieve satisfactory F-score of 80.04% on development dataset and 78.15% on test dataset for Gene expression type event. System also performs well for protein catebolism event with an Fscore of 91.30% on the development set. Results of phosphorylation event is also satisfactory for the test and development datasets (around 84% Fscore). The system suffers most for the relatively complex regulatory events where it shows around 42% to 51% F-score. 
Comparison with existing systems
For bio-molecular event extraction, the state-ofthe-art system is TEES (Björne, 2014) , which ranked first place in BioNLP- ST-2009 12 . Along with this we also compare our proposed system with the other existing systems, which participated in BioNLP-2011 shared task (Jin-Dong Kim, 2011 
Error Analysis
In order to gain more insights we analyse the outputs to find the errors and their possible causes. We perform quantitative analysis in terms of confusion matrix, and qualitative analysis by looking at the outputs produced by the systems. For trigger detection and classification we observe that the system performs satisfactorily well for gene expression and phosphorylation types. However, the classifier does not show convincing results for regulation type events which are, in general, difficult to identify and classify. One of the reasons may be the less number of training instances of regulatory events. Classifier finds it difficult to disambiguate the cases when any particular instance belongs to more than one type. For example, token transfection originally belongs to both the types, Gene expression and Positive regulation, but our system is unable to detect it even as a trigger word. On the other hand, the word Overexpression is originally a non-trigger word, but our system detects Overexpression as 62 trigger word of types Gene expression and Positive regulation both.
In argument extraction step, arguments of the triggers detected in trigger detection and classification step are identified. Relation between a trigger word and its argument is also found out in this step. Possible arguments are proteins and/or event trigger words. Possible relations are theme and cause. From a closer analysis we see that our system performs satisfactorily in detecting theme argument, but for detecting cause argument classifier is not very robust. This may be due to the fact that a cause expression could be both a protein (or, NE) or an event trigger expression. The system suffers most for the regulatory events as the errors might have propagated from the earlier step, i.e. trigger detection and classification step. For example trigger word phosphorylation in one example sentence is originally a theme argument of a regulatory event, but our system is unable to detect the trigger word phosphorylation as an argument of that regulatory event.
Conclusion and Future Works
In this paper we propose a stacking approach for event extraction. The idea of stacking is to perform cross-validation on the training data set using some learning algorithms in order to create a metalevel data set. Meta-level dataset is formed using predictions generated by the learning algorithms along with the actual output class. In edge detection step, we find out arguments of the triggers detected in trigger detection step using SVM algorithm. To find correct combination of arguments we use rules of bio-molecular events and form an event expression consisting of event trigger, its class and arguments. Experiments on BioNLP-2011 datasets show the efficacy of our proposed model with significant performance improvement over the state-of-the-art systems. This improvement is due to application of stacking aproach along with efficient features. In future we would like to study whether coreference resolution could improve the performance of the system.
